Inverse agonists and antagonists of retinoid receptors.
Nuclear receptors (NRs) are ligand-inducible transcription factors that regulate a plethora of cell biological phenomena, thus orchestrating complex events like development, organ homeostasis, immune function, and reproduction. Due to their regulatory potential, NRs are major drug targets for a variety of diseases, including cancer and metabolic diseases, and had a major societal impact following the development of contraceptives and abortifacients. Not surprisingly in view of this medical and societal importance, a large amount of diverse NR ligands have been generated and the corresponding structural and functional analyses have provided a deep insight into the molecular basis of ligand action. What we have learnt is that ligands regulate, via allosteric conformational changes, the ability of NRs to interact with different sets of coregulators which in turn recruit enzymatically active complexes, the workhorses of the ligand-induced epigenetic and transcription-regulatory events. Thus, ligands essentially direct the communication of a given NR with its intracellular environment at the chromatin and extragenomic level to modulate gene programs directly at the chromatin level or via less well-understood extranuclear actions. Here we will review our current structural and mechanistic insight into the functionalities of subsets of retinoid and rexinoid ligands that act generically as antagonists but follow different mechanistic principles, resulting in "classical" or neutral antagonism, or inverse agonism. In addition, we describe the chemical features and guidelines for the synthesis of retinoids/rexinoids that exert specific functions and we provide protocols for a number of experimental approaches that are useful for studies of the agonistic and antagonistic features of NR ligands.